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INTRODUCTION
The possibility to use molecular techniques for evaluation and selection of farm animals has
led to the implementation of Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) in dairy cattle breeding
(Spelman, 1998). Information on genotypes of selection candidates for markers flanking a
Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) can be combined with other information to obtain aggregate
breeding values. Due to pleiotropic effects of a QTL or effects of closely linked QTL, MAS
will not only affect one particular trait, but also other traits. The effects on other traits can be
unfavorable, thus reducing the benefits from MAS. It is therefore necessary to have insight into
the effects of MAS on all traits in the breeding goal. Multi-trait methods as described by Knott
and Haley (2000) and Korol et al. (2001) can be used for this purpose. This paper describes
and illustrates another method, which uses results from single trait analyses to draw
conclusions on the effect of a QTL on multiple traits.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Theory. Consider a granddaughter design (Weller et al., 1990), where phenotypes (e.g.
estimated breeding values or daughter yield deviations) can be analyzed with the model

yijkl = µ + gsi + mij + sijk + eijkl (1)

where
yijkl = phenotype of daughter l of son k that inherited marker allele j from

grandsire i  
gsi = fixed effect of grandsire i
mij = fixed effect of marker allele j nested within grandsire i
sijk = fixed effect of son k that inherited marker allele j from grandsire i
eijkl = random residual

If a gene affecting the trait is located close to a certain marker, the contrast within grandsire
between groups of offspring inheriting alternative alleles will differ significantly from zero. To
get insight into the joint effect of a QTL on two different traits, contrasts for these traits can be
compared, e.g. by looking at the covariance of contrasts. Analogous to the variance of a
contrast for one trait (derived by Weller et al., 1990), an expression for the covariance between
contrasts for two traits can be derived. The expected covariance of a contrast for two traits v
and w can be written as
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where

..ij..ij w,v = mean phenotype of daughters of sons that inherited marker allele j
from grandsire i  for traits v and w respectively

ra = genetic correlation between trait v and trait w
re = the environmental correlation between trait v and trait w

2
vh , 2

wh = heritabilities of trait v and trait w, respectively
ns = number of sons per grandsire
ng = number of daughters per son
σ

vp , σ
wp = phenotypic standard deviations of trait v and trait w, respectively

phet = fraction of grandsires heterozygous for the QTL
aV, aW = half the difference, for trait v and trait w, between the two

homozygous genotypes, expressed in phenotypic standard deviation
units

Heritabilities and genetic correlations apply to the residual polygenic effects. When there is no
QTL or a QTL affecting only one trait, the term ¼phetaVaw in (2) is zero. It should be noted that,
when there is no QTL, the expected covariance between contrasts is not necessarily equal to
zero. Deviations from the expected covariance indicate a QTL affecting both traits. 

Application. Data from a granddaughter design were used to study covariances between
contrasts. The granddaughter design consisted of 20 grandsire families with 833 sons. The
number of sons per grandsire ranged from 11 to 147. In this analyses, phenotypes on 30
production traits, conformation traits and functional traits were available. Genotypes for 277
microsatellite markers were determined. Contrasts were estimated in a single trait analysis,
using multimarker  regression (Knott et al. 1994):

yij = µ + gsi + bikXijk + eijk (3)

where
yij = deregressed estimated breeding value, son j of grandsire i
µ = overall mean
gsi = fixed effect of grandsire i
bik = regression coefficient for grandsire i at location k on the chromosome
Xijk = probability that son j receives a specific chromosomal segment from
grandsire i at position k
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eijk = random residual.

Permutation of data (Churchill and Doerge, 1994) was used to obtain data sets where the
association between marker data and phenotypes was broken, thus yielding data sets without
linkage between the markers and the QTL. From the analysis of each permuted data set, the
minimum and maximum covariance between the contrasts on the chromosome were retained.
All these values were sorted, and a confidence interval for the covariance (either 95% or 99%)
under the H0-hypothesis of no QTL was determined, resulting in chromosomewise confidence
intervals. Covariances from the original data set that were outside the confidence interval
obtained by permutation, indicated locations where a QTL affecting two traits was present.
Only results on chromosome six will be presented.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 1, the covariance between contrasts for stature and kilogram milk on chromosome six
is shown. 

Figure 1. Covariance between contrasts for kg milk and stature on chromosome six.
Expected covariance and 99%-confidence interval under the H0-hypothesis (no QTL) is
indicated. Location of markers given by triangles on the horizontal axis

Between locations 0 and 13 cM, the covariance exceeds the upper boundary of the confidence
interval and the null hypothesis is rejected. For the remaining part of the chromosome, the
covariance is approximately equal to the covariance as expected under the null hypothesis.
These results indicate one QTL or closely linked QTL at the beginning of the chromosome,
contributing positively to the overall genetic correlation between these two traits, i.e. the allele
with a positive effect on milk yield also has a positive effect on stature. In the single trait
analysis, the highest test statistic was found at 0 cM for kg. milk , with a smaller peak at 40
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cM. For stature, the highest test statistic was found at 11 cM. For both traits, the threshold for
significance in the single trait analysis was not exceeded.
When analyzing all possible combinations of 30 traits, 65 out of 435 covariances, i.e. 15%,
exceeded the boundaries of the 95% confidence interval. When the 99% confidence interval is
considered, 2.5% of the covariances deviated significantly from the covariance under the null
hypothesis. Table 1 shows the combinations of traits with a significantly deviating covariance
in the same area as shown in Figure 1 for kg. milk and stature.

Table 1. QTL on chromosome six with pleiotropic effect on the listed traits 

Trait 1 Trait 2 Location
(cM)A

Covg
B CovQTL

C

Stature Kg. milk 0 + +
Stature Body capacity 0 + +
Body capacity Frame 0 + +
Frame Kg. milk 0 + +
Frame Protein % 0 - -
Kg. milk Protein % 0 - -
Protein % Fat % 0 + +
Fore udder attachment Frame 0 + -
Fore udder attachment Front teat placement 34 + -
Birth weight Interval calving to 1st  insem. 0 - -
Calving ease Interval calving to 1st  insem. 0 + -

A Location with highest or lowest covariance between contrasts, exceeding boundaries of 99% confidence
interval

B Sign of overall genetic covariance
C Sign of covariance due to the QTL

Deviations from the expected covariance can be favorable, i.e. selection on the QTL will
change both traits into the desired direction, or unfavorable. Another interesting characteristic
is, that some of the covariances between contrasts are opposite to the overall genetic
covariance, offering the opportunity to “break” the genetic correlation by selection for the
QTL. The conclusion from Table 1 is, that selection for increased milk yield using MAS for the
QTL will also increase body size of the animals and decrease protein%. This can be due to a
pleiotropic effect of the QTL, but it can also be caused by the combined effect of closely linked
QTL.
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